Background: Customer-oriented health care management and patient satisfaction have become important for physicians to attract patients in an increasingly competitive environment. Satisfaction influences patients' choice of physician and leads to higher patient retention and higher willingness to engage in positive word of mouth. In addition, higher satisfaction has positive effects on patients' willingness to follow the advice given by the physician. In recent years, physician-rating websites (PRWs) have emerged in the health care sector and are increasingly used by patients. Patients' usage includes either posting an evaluation to provide feedback to others about their own experience with a physician or reading evaluations of other patients before choosing a physician. The emergence of PRWs offers new avenues to analyze patient satisfaction and its key drivers. PRW data enable both satisfaction analyses and implications on the level of the individual physician as well as satisfaction analyses and implications on an overall level.
Introduction Background
Patients are taking a more active role in the decision-making process concerning their medical care [1] in the face of a changing patient-physician relationship [2] . With the World Wide Web as an important source of health-related information [3] [4] [5] , physician-rating websites (PRWs) are on the rise [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , offering an "interesting new source of information about quality of care from the patient's perspective" [11] . PRWs offer the possibility to rate a service encounter with a physician on a Web-based platform. Patients can either post an evaluation to provide feedback to others about their own experience with a physician or read evaluations of other patients before choosing a physician [6] .
From a physician's point of view, PRWs are important because patients' perceptions of the physician's service quality are made publicly available. This fact substantially increases the relevance of patient satisfaction to generate positive word of mouth [7, 8] . At the same time, patients' evaluations on PRWs offer directions for the improvement of a physician's service quality. The ability to identify how and to which extent different service attributes contribute to patients' overall satisfaction with a physician is of high importance for the physician and health care sector [12] .
The emergence of PRWs offers new avenues to analyze patient satisfaction and its key drivers. Existing studies on key drivers of patient satisfaction are usually based on small sample sizes [13, 14] . From a key driver perspective, analyzing data from PRWs allows for large-scale analyses based on a large number of patients and physicians to identify how specific service attributes contribute to overall patient satisfaction and patients' behavioral intentions. Thus, the main purpose of this paper was to conduct a key driver analysis using a multiattribute model applied to large-scale data from a PRW. The specific knowledge about the relationship between a service attribute and the overall evaluation can direct the stakeholders' efforts to improve performance and set priorities in satisfaction management [15] and help to properly allocate scarce resources [16] . Hence, the findings from our study will strengthen the understanding of patient satisfaction and contribute to the body of knowledge in health care management.
Usage and Usefulness of Physician-Rating Websites
A broad base of literature has been published so far to investigate PRWs by researchers in many countries worldwide, such as Germany [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , Great Britain [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , Switzerland [31] [32] [33] , the Netherlands [34] , the United States [6, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , Canada [41] , and China [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Rothenfluh and Schulz [31] identified and analyzed 143 PRWs in German-and English-speaking countries (12 countries in total). Apart from the delivery of factual information, such as opening hours and directions [47] , PRWs invite patients to evaluate their physicians and articulate their experiences based on the quality of care they received during a medical appointment. Patients produce user-generated content in this vein by posting comments and ratings [48] . From the patients' point of view, PRWs are a convenient method to share information about the medical care they have received [38, 49] . Usage of PRWs is on the rise [9, 18, 24, [49] [50] [51] [52] , although slowly compared with rating websites in other domains of everyday life [19, 33] .
Several points of criticism, however, can be addressed toward PRWs. The literature is inconsistent with regard to the link between information revealed on rating sites and quality of care [11, 35, 40, 49, 53, 54] . Although people may feel challenged to judge a physician's competence [32, 55] , they do assess physicians' competence on PRWs [32] .
Text mining approaches [42, 43] have been used to analyze what patients articulate in free-text comments. These methods often only identify the most frequently mentioned aspects in the comments while neglecting entirely those that only a minority of reviewers mentioned [43, 56] . In addition, as Hao and Zhang [43] underline, people may refrain from posting negative textual comments because of data privacy concerns. Thus, some PRWs deliberately refrain from free-text responses and instead rely on rating scales as answer options (such as the PRWs used in this study).
Holliday et al [50] pinpoint that there are mainly 2 different types of PRWs with regard to the data collection: (1) the so-called independent websites (p 626), such as Healthgrades [57] , which are run by private companies and nurtured by crowd-sourced data, and (2) PRWs that can be established by health systems, which collect ratings from patients with recent physician or hospital visits (so-called health system websites, [50] ). The PRW we use in our study can be classified as a special form of health system website, as it is run by a noncommercial foundation in cooperation with the main national insurance carriers in Germany. This guarantees that only patients covered by the main national insurance carriers are allowed to post reviews, thus guarding against fraud, which is often seen as another general drawback of PRWs [11] .
Information posted on PRWs and especially data in numerical rating scales can be valuable for different stakeholders. Information delivered on PRWs should be of interest not only for patients but also for physicians and other health care providers. Finally, information based on PRW data can help (noncommercial) PRW providers to justify their business model.
A Key Driver Analysis of Patient Satisfaction Using Physician-Rating Website Data
Customer-oriented health care management and patient satisfaction have become important for physicians in their attempt to attract patients in an increasingly competitive environment [58, 59] . Our research about patient satisfaction draws upon the literature on customer satisfaction [60] . There is a broad consensus in research that customer satisfaction with products or services is determined by comparing the previous expectations with the actual perceived performance of the product or service (the so-called expectancy disconfirmation framework [61] ). As patients' expectations often prove to be latent over time and individuals do not consciously compare expectations and actual perceived performance [62] , research often follows a performance-only appraisal when studying satisfaction [62, 63] . In our study, we followed this argument by assuming that customers (ie, patients) form their overall attitude toward the service experience (ie, appointment with a physician) based on the perceived service quality without a conscious comparison with expectations [64, 65] . Furthermore, following the study by Wilkie and Pessemier [66] , we used a multiattribute model [67] and assumed that the overall attitude toward a service is the sum of attitudes toward the different attributes of the service. Our approach also allowed us to take into account linear and nonlinear effects of perceived service quality on overall evaluation [68, 69] , ie, service attributes can have diminishing, constant, or increasing returns.
Diminishing returns mean that improvements in perceived attribute quality have a positive impact on overall evaluation but to a decreasing extent. This means that the contribution to an increase in the overall evaluation gets smaller with increasing perceived attribute quality (following a monotonically increasing and concave function). These service attributes are labeled basic factors in the denotation of the 3-factor structure of customer satisfaction [70, 71] and are typically taken for granted by patients.
Constant returns mean that improvements in perceived attribute quality have a positive impact on overall evaluation and that the contribution to the improvements remains the same along the scale of possible levels of perceived attribute quality (following a monotonically increasing and linear function). Service attributes with constant returns are denominated as performance factors [70, 71] .
Increasing returns hold that improvements in perceived attribute quality have a positive impact on overall evaluation, but now the contribution to an increase in the overall evaluation expands in size with increasing perceived attribute quality (following a monotonically increasing and convex function). Service attributes with increasing returns are denominated as excitement factors [70, 71] .
Beyond satisfaction or any kind of overall attitude, perceived service quality can also influence repeated purchases [72] and induce positive word of mouth [73] . Consequently, we expanded our multiattribute model of patient satisfaction by using 4 different measures of overall evaluation: (1) overall impression of the physician, (2) patients' experience with the results of medical treatment by the physician, (3) willingness to recommend the physician, and (4) willingness to revisit the physician for medical treatment.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has conducted a key driver analysis of patient satisfaction using online physician-rating data and thus has taken a comprehensive perspective on the utility of PRWs. Our study aimed to fill this research gap.
Methods

Data Sources and Measures
In our study, we used the database of the German noncommercial PRW Weisse Liste [74] . This German PRW can be seen as a best practice example with regard to its compliance with quality criteria required for good physician-rating portals according to the German Agency for Quality in Medicine [75] . The purpose of this platform is the online provision of physician ratings in terms of perceived attribute quality by actual patients. To initiate the formation of a large base of ratings, the platform sent out the physician-rating survey through its statutory health insurance partners by mail in several waves until autumn 2013. The target group of the mail survey was a representative sample of patients from 2 of the largest statutory health insurances in Germany, and patients were allowed to fill out the physician-rating survey either online or offline. The offline ratings were then transferred to the Web-based PRW. Hence, data from this period contain physician evaluations that are based on either online ratings or ratings via a postal mail survey (offline). The idea behind surveying online and offline at the same time was to gain additional momentum for the data collection process to quickly reach a broad rating database. This approach thus led to a highly representative sample of patients' ratings (ie, both online and offline segments were able to participate). To participate, patients had to state their name, health insurance carrier, and insurance number. For data protection reasons, physician ratings and patient data were processed separately for both types of data collection. Patients could rate the same physician several times, but only the most recent rating was used in the evaluation.
The online and offline surveys were identical. In the survey, patients were asked several questions related to the following service dimensions: office and staff, communication, and medical treatment by the chosen physician. The questions were worded in the form of 24 different statements, which can be answered on a 4-point scale with 1 as strongly disagree to 4 as strongly agree and the option to answer cannot be assessed (the 24 statements are listed in Table 1 under service attributes). In addition to the service attributes, the following 4 measures of overall evaluation were collected in the survey: "What is your overall impression of this physician?" (overall impression), "How would you describe your experience with the results of medical treatment by this physician?" (experience with results), "Would you recommend this physician to your best friend?" (willingness to recommend), and "Would you visit this physician again, if you had to be medically treated?" (willingness to revisit). The 4 measures of overall evaluation were surveyed using a 5-point scale with 1 as bad to 5 as excellent for overall impression and experience with results and with 1 as definitely not to 5 as definitely for willingness to recommend and willingness to revisit. We rescaled the overall evaluations to a 4-point scale for similarity to the measures of perceived attribute quality. Higher values in the ratings are associated with higher satisfaction for the respective service attribute and a more positive assessment of the overall evaluation measure. Summary scores of the overall evaluations were published on the PRW as soon as 5 or more completed surveys were registered for a physician. We used the same criteria of a minimum of 5 completed surveys for inclusion of physicians in our analysis to avoid biased evaluations by small numbers of surveys. In summary, we had access to a representative random sample containing 84,680 surveys of patients rating a total of 7038 general practitioners collected up to September 2014 (the PRW was launched in May 2011). The number of completed surveys for each physician is between 5 as a minimum and 82 as maximum. In the sample, the average number of completed surveys for each physician is 12 (SD 7). In Table 1 , we summarize the means and standard deviations of the measures described previously. We treated the answer cannot be assessed as missing values for the service attributes in all subsequent analyses.
Statistical Analysis
A number of methods for identification of the 3-factor structure of customer satisfaction have been developed and applied outside health care research (for a review of these methods and their application, see the study by Arbore and Busacca [70] ). The most widespread approach is the Penalty-Reward-Contrast Analysis introduced by Brandt [76] . One major criticism of this approach is the necessity to dichotomize the rating scales for the perceived attribute quality. Hereby, dummy variables are used only for low and high values of the measures to assess the nonlinear relationship between the perceived attribute quality and the overall evaluation (basic, performance, and excitement factors). This approach has been criticized because of the loss of information caused by dichotomizing the ends of the scale [77, 78] , but furthermore has to be linked to underestimation of effect sizes and an increased probability of type 2 errors [79] .
We used log-log regression models for our analyses. This modeling approach draws from econometric models of demand [80] . The slope coefficient from a log-log regression model identifies if an explanatory variable (ie, perceived attribute quality) has diminishing, constant, or increasing returns to a dependent variable (ie, overall evaluation). These 3 types of relationships have the previously described similarity to the 3-factor structure of customer satisfaction (see the study by Matzler and Sauerwein [71] for basic, performance, and excitement factors).
To empirically identify the 3 different types of response patterns (ie, diminishing, constant, or increasing returns) using the log-log regression model, we first took the natural logarithm (ln) on both sides of a linear equation [80] : ln Y=b 0 +b 1 ln X. Then, we estimated the parameters using ordinary least squares and b 1 becomes the elasticity of Y with regard to X (ie, the percentage change in Y caused by a one percentage change in X, see the study by Varian [81] ). The log-log regression model arrives at constant elasticities. This means that the magnitude of the elasticity obtained from our model is independent of the magnitudes of Y and X.
Depending on the magnitude of the parameter estimate b 1 , we can empirically determine the type of (nonlinear) relationship between X and Y. If b 1 <1, the functional relationship is concave, and the attribute measured in X has diminishing returns to Y (ie, overall evaluation). If b 1 =1, the functional relationship is linear, with X having constant returns, and if b 1 >1, then the functional relationship is convex, where X has increasing returns. Applying the log-log regression model with perceived attribute quality as X and the measures of overall evaluation as Y (both transformed using the natural logarithm) allowed us to classify the service attributes into these 3 categories depending on the magnitude of b 1 . We used significance testing with H 0 : b 1 =1 to support the classification beyond the sole interpretation of the magnitude of b 1 . The parameter b 0 serves as an intercept to account for the baseline level of ln Y (ie, the overall evaluation). We estimated log-log regression models with each service attribute in a single equation to allow for a different starting point of the curve for each X. This enables the functional relationships to be more flexibly positioned within the relationship between the perceived attribute quality and the overall evaluation. As each physician in the underlying database has at least 5 ratings for the service attributes and overall evaluations, we used physician-specific intercepts to further account for unobserved heterogeneity (so-called fixed effects, see Baltagi [82] ). Therefore, the different intercepts in our model allowed for a different starting point of each service attribute as well as for each physician.
Importantly, our proposed approach of a multiattribute model with nonlinear slope coefficients held a number of relevant assumptions. First, following previous research [83, 84] , we emphasized that the numerical ratings for our evaluation measures have to be assumed at ratio scale level. From this, our approach asked for a specific coding of the ratings to numerical data. The ratings have to be coded with 1 as the lowest possible numerical value and larger values that increase by 1 unit for each larger rating option. This setting is necessary for the data transformation using the natural logarithm in combination with our assumption of ratio scale level for the ratings to arrive at meaningful nonlinear slope coefficients. Any other coding will make the log-log regression model assume that the numerical values of the ratings are not ratio scale level and that there are values below the minimum when fitting the linear or nonlinear slope (eg, when coding 11-14 instead of 1-4, the estimates would take the range from 1 to 14 into account). Consequently, it is important to mention that our elasticities have to be interpreted within the range of X and Y used in our data. As usual in multiattribute models, we also assumed that all slope coefficients are positive and monotonically increasing.
To test the robustness of the results from our approach, additional calculations were carried out: to show that our empirical findings do not rely on the log-log regression model only, we analyzed the data with 2 alternative approaches (the results of the robustness checks are available on request). In our first robustness check, we estimated elasticities from a standard linear-linear regression model by multiplying the resulting linear slope coefficients with the ratio of X and Y (=b 1 ×[X/Y]) [80, 81] . This approach does not result in constant elasticities but rather elasticities as a function of the values of X and Y (although we think that the latter is a less meaningful assumption). To show a comparison between these 2 approaches for elasticities in regression analysis, we computed the average elasticities from such a linear-linear regression model. Comparing these results shows that both approaches lead to the same classification (although there is aggregation bias in the linear-linear model because of using the average value across X and Y ratios). Importantly, the proportion of explained variance (R 2 ) is systematically larger for the log-log regression models (our approach) compared with the linear-linear regression models (alternative approach). This outcome supports the position that our log-log regression model should be preferred for 2 reasons: (1) better fit to the data (in general for a log-log regression model with linear and nonlinear slopes compared with a linear-linear regression model with only linear slopes) and (2) more meaningful assumption because of constant elasticities. In our second robustness check, we employed dummy variable coding (with 1 as baseline) for each service attribute as explanatory variable X. This leads to 3 dummy variables for the rating values 2, 3, and 4. Using the overall evaluations as dependent variable, the slope coefficients of each of these dummy variables (and each service attribute as X) describe the average increase of the dependent variable as a function of the respective rating value compared with the lowest value (=1). Comparing the increase in the 3 slope coefficients for the 3 dummy variables (2 vs 1, 3 vs 1, and 4 vs 1) allowed us to detect diminishing, constant, or increasing returns to scale. If the average of the 2 slope coefficients 2 versus 1 and 4 versus 1 is below, equal, or above the slope coefficient of 3 versus 1, then this service attribute can be classified as having diminishing, constant, or increasing returns to the overall evaluations. Applying this approach led to the same classification as our approach using the log-log regression model. However, the dummy variable approach showed lower R 2 compared with the log-log regressions models. In addition, the hypothesis testing cannot be carried out using 1 slope coefficient but has to be combined using 3 slope coefficients. This impedes straightforward hypothesis testing for the 3-factor model of customer satisfaction, which we employed in our research.
Results
Parameter Estimates and Model Diagnostics
To assess the relationship between each service attribute and each overall evaluation, we estimated the log-log regression models with each service attribute in a single equation as proposed in the Methods section. This procedure offers 2 further advantages besides providing a different starting point of the curve for each service attribute and each physician. First, because of many service attributes in our setting that are correlated in their ratings, 1 multiple regression equation will produce severe multicollinearity problems. Second, as the answers cannot be assessed are flagged as missing values, using several explanatory variables at the same time will lead to case-wise deletion if just one of the service attributes has a missing value in their evaluation. Therefore, estimating models with each service attribute as a single explanatory variable will furthermore allow usage of all available information because of the pairwise consideration of nonmissing values of perceived attribute quality and the overall evaluations. Tables 2-5 provide the summary statistics of our log-log regression models. We provide the parameter estimates of b 1 in Tables 2-5 along with the 95% CI for testing the hypothesis H 0 : b 1 =1. Bootstrapping is used for hypothesis testing to avoid biased standard errors because of the large sample size [85] . Therefore, we employed 1000 bootstrap replicates and show the 95% CI of this distribution in Tables 2-5 
(bootstrapped [bs] 95% CI).
Classification of a service attribute depends on 2 determinants: the size of b 1 (below 1, around 1, or above 1) and its location with regard to the bs 95% CI. A b 1 <1 together with a bs 95% CI that does not include 1 classifies the corresponding service attribute as having diminishing returns to the overall evaluation. A b 1 >1 together with a bs 95% CI that does not include 1 classifies the service attribute as having increasing returns. Estimates of b 1 around 1 with a bs 95% CI that includes 1 lead to a classification of the corresponding service attribute as having constant returns to the overall evaluations. Table 2 presents the b 1 values for all of the 24 service attributes and the overall evaluation criterion of overall impression and Table 3 for the overall evaluation criterion of experience with results. Table 4 provides the b 1 values for all the 24 service attributes and the overall evaluation criterion of willingness to recommend and Table 5 for the overall evaluation criterion of willingness to revisit. We list the parameter estimates and service attributes in Tables 2-5 in descending order of b 1 for the models with overall impression as dependent variable. In all of the four tables ( Table 2 -5) we also present the proportion of explained variance (R 2 ) and the number of observations used for estimation (N). 
Overall Impression and Experience With Results
On the one hand, for overall impression, the first 3 service attributes in Table 2 show increasing returns, ie, b 1 >1 together with a bs 95% CI that does not include 1. These are, in descending order of b 1 , "The physician has a pleasant and friendly manner," "The physician listens to me carefully," and "The physician handles my questions, concerns, and fears in an empathetic way." On the other hand, the service attributes "The physician's office is clean and neat," "The physician indicates clearly how to take prescribed medication," "The physician explains diagnoses, causes, and treatments so that I understand everything," and "The physician does not hurry during the medical treatment" show constant returns to overall impression as a dependent variable, ie, values of b 1 around 1 together with a bs 95% CI that includes 1. All other service attributes have diminishing returns to overall impression, that is, they show values of b 1 below 1 together with a bs 95% CI that does not include 1. This pattern is similar for experience with results (see Table 3 ) as overall evaluation except for "The physician handles my questions, concerns, and fears in an empathetic way" with constant instead of increasing returns and "The physician does not hurry during the medical treatment," which has diminishing instead of constant returns. In addition, the service attribute "I have the impression that the physician will refer me to a specialist if this is medically necessary" has constant returns for the model with experience with results as a dependent variable.
Willingness to Recommend and Willingness to Revisit
For willingness to recommend, it can be observed in Table 4 that "The physician has a pleasant and friendly manner," "The physician listens to me carefully," and "The physician handles my questions, concerns, and fears in an empathetic way" have increasing returns but also "The physician indicates clearly how to take prescribed medication" and "The physician explains diagnoses, causes, and treatments so that I understand everything" are now added to this list. Here, once more, "The physician's office is clean and neat" and "The physician does not hurry during the medical treatment" have constant returns, together with "I have the impression that the physician will refer me to a specialist if this is medically necessary" and "The physician explains exactly the benefits and associated risks of proposed medical treatments" when it comes to the willingness to recommend. For willingness to revisit (see Table 5 ), only "The physician has a pleasant and friendly manner" has constant returns, whereas all other service attributes have diminishing returns.
Discussion
Summary of Results and Comparison With Prior Work
Collecting information reported by patients is necessary to make health care more customer oriented [86] . Consequently, analyzing online physician-rating data contributes to the body of knowledge in health care management. Our study makes an important contribution to this topic. We have access to a large number of online physician ratings, which allow a nuanced view on patient satisfaction. Our research goes beyond patient satisfaction (ie, overall impression and experience with results) by also looking at subsequent behavioral intentions that have important implications for physicians (ie, willingness to recommend and willingness to revisit). The empirical findings of our large-scale study are highly valuable for physicians because they identify service attributes that deserve an investment of resources. Analyzing perceived service quality helps to understand what patients think makes a good physician and what they value in addition to what medical training provides [87] .
The first important result of our study is that the more patients perceive the physician's manner as being pleasant and friendly, the better is their overall impression as well as perceived experience with the results of the medical treatment. This relationship also applies to willingness to recommend as dependent variable. We demonstrated that improvements in these service attributes have increasing returns to the overall evaluation. Other service attributes with increasing returns with regard to overall impression, and willingness to recommend are being empathetic and listening carefully. Although previous studies about patient satisfaction [59, 68, 72, [88] [89] [90] [91] have also shown high importance of these factors, we can extend these findings by demonstrating that these service attributes have increasing returns. In addition, for willingness to recommend, it can be observed that "The physician indicates clearly how to take prescribed medication" and "The physician explains diagnoses, causes, and treatments so that I understand everything" also have increasing returns. Thus, communication behaviors of physicians that increase knowledge for patients have a large potential for increasing recommendation behavior if the service is fulfilled beyond average levels of satisfaction. In this context, it is important to mention that all starting points (ie, intercepts) of the latter service attributes are below the average level. Therefore, not fulfilling these services does, in fact, lead to dissatisfaction, whereas improving the perceived attribute quality above the average level leads to increasing returns to the overall evaluations. Another noteworthy finding is that the explanatory power of these models is considerably high (R 2 between 0.27 and 0.49). This emphasizes the ability of these service attributes to influence the different overall evaluations.
Van Oerle et al [92] argue that physicians are increasingly constrained by limited time and scarce budgets. This evokes a higher attractiveness of online health communities for patients to share their positive or negative experiences. Hence, physicians are well advised to make the most out of this limited time frame during the consultation. Physicians should consistently be friendly, pleasant, and empathetic and should listen carefully to their patients, despite time pressure and budget constraints. This corresponds with the findings of Berry and Bendapudi [93] . They asked patients by means of telephone interviews to recall the best and worst experiences that come into their minds with clinic doctors. Virtually, all the respondents referred to the physician's behavior (the bedside manner, p 113) instead of the physician's expertise or technical abilities. Berry and Bendapudi [93] argue that although technical skills are very important, they are more difficult to evaluate. Therefore, interpersonal skills appear to receive greater attention when it comes to evaluating the physician.
Another finding of our study is that the service attribute "The physician's office is clean and neat" has constant returns with respect to all overall evaluations (except willingness to revisit). Interestingly, in previous studies, this service attribute was found to have no significant impact on patient satisfaction [72, 90] or a rather weak impact on overall quality evaluation [94] . The reasons for this change in patients' preference between the studies from the 1990s and this study may be an increased knowledge and concern about the possibility of infections resulting from a visit to health care facilities where sick people congregate. Paddison et al [95] demonstrate this for hospital-based surroundings in which cleanliness plays a very important role for patients because of their concerns about infections. Thus, patients of physicians may transfer similar concerns to the primary care context and may have a higher awareness of infections resulting from a visit. A physician's clean and neat office may signal to a patient that other patients' germs and diseases are not transmitted easily. Hence, it should be emphasized that the results of this study indicate that cleanliness has constant returns with potential for improvements to the overall evaluations with the entire satisfaction range of perceived attribute quality.
The results of our study also show that improving communication behaviors of physicians that increase knowledge for patients has constant returns. The service attribute "The physician indicates clearly how to take prescribed medication" and "The physician explains diagnoses, causes, and treatments so that I understand everything" shows constant returns for overall impression and experience with results. Such an influence on patient satisfaction is in line with previous research [96] , as competence in communication is seen as a facet of medical competence [97] . When it comes to willingness to recommend, the service attributes "I have the impression that the physician will refer me to a specialist if this is medically necessary" and "The physician explains exactly the benefits and associated risks of proposed medical treatments" have constant returns. Again, the results corroborate previous research, and we are able to emphasize the importance of these service attributes to improve patient satisfaction and their willingness to recommend. Importantly, these models describing the service attributes with constant returns to scale also show considerably high explanatory power (R 2 between 0.13 and 0.44). Lanjananda and Patterson [98] found significant predictors of nurses' customer-oriented behavior: basic personality, customer orientation as surface trait, and nurses' perceptions of the service climate and their commitment to the hospital. Thus, we can conclude that the physician's personality, patient orientation, and their commitment are also important in explaining the degree of patient-oriented health care service.
The results displayed at the lower end of Tables 2-5 reveal that extended waiting times for medical appointments, a lack of modernity of the medical equipment, and the facilities of the waiting area have diminishing returns. If fulfilled poorly, they are likely to have a strong negative impact on the overall evaluations. The most important of these service attributes with potential for decreased overall evaluation is related to indiscretion in the reception area or the waiting room. If a patient cannot state the reason for the visit without being overheard by others, this is likely to substantially reduce the overall evaluation. Privacy reflects perceptions that a patient's intimacy may be compromised by the mere presence of others [99] . Respect of privacy was identified as the most important contributor to overall satisfaction by Carlucci et al [68] . This ties in with the results of our study. However, our approach allows for a more nuanced interpretation of the high importance of privacy: given that privacy shows diminishing returns in our results, it is highly likely that patients see privacy as a very basic factor and that lack of privacy leads to strong dissatisfaction. At the same time, the existence of privacy can only lead to average satisfaction but not to high levels of satisfaction with potential for excitement. Our results indicate that the abovementioned service attributes, in particular, privacy in the reception area or the waiting room, are all factors that patients appear to take for granted. Hence, absence or poor-quality levels are likely to substantially reduce overall evaluation, whereas high levels of fulfillment do not further contribute to patients' overall evaluation.
Implications for Health Care Management
The number of PRWs is on the rise [8] , and PRWs are becoming increasingly popular among patients [6] . Therefore, it is important to provide knowledge about what drives these publicly available overall evaluations. When PRWs collect and present information about patients' experiences and satisfaction with individual physicians, our proposed approach can help physicians to classify the service attributes with regard to their returns, identify deficits, improve the quality of chosen service attributes, and stimulate improved ratings in the future.
Monitoring these service attribute classifications (also over time) is, therefore, an important issue. Implications from our results for the service attributes with diminishing returns to the overall evaluation are as follows: a physician and his or her staff are well advised to work toward efficient patient scheduling, modern medical equipment, and a generously appointed waiting room to deliver personal space between the patients; and to ensure sufficient discretion at the reception desk to allow patients to state their reason for the visit without being overheard.
If physicians want to improve their measures of overall evaluation on PRWs and aim to stand out from competitors, they are well advised to improve those service attributes that were shown to have constant and increasing returns. Many service attributes have diminishing returns with respect to patients' overall evaluation of the physician. These factors still have great relevance for patients' satisfaction because they lead to dissatisfaction if the perceived attribute quality is below the average level. All these service attributes should be seen as expected by patients to be at a satisfactory level, and therefore, delivering these standards is a prerequisite for patient satisfaction. However, further improvement of the perceived attribute quality beyond the average satisfaction level does not lead to substantial increases in overall evaluation because of the diminishing returns.
In line with the claim to protect the voice of the patient needs [100] , the advantage of using PRWs as a source of patients' experiences is the condition of anonymity. Everyone posting a review on a PRW-at least in the case of the database we used for our study-can be secure in the knowledge that data privacy is taken seriously and that their evaluation will not influence future contact with the physician, at least on an individual level. On the other hand, the results of this study can be used by physicians to create patient delight-similar to customer delight [101, 102] , by focusing on the service attributes with increasing returns.
Limitations
This study has the following limitations that set the stage for future research opportunities. First, it should be recognized that the implications of our study are limited to a fixed set of attributes. This may have the potential to divert physicians' attention away from other important aspects of health care [59] . Therefore, it is important for future research not only to avoid the exclusion of relevant service attributes but also to account for other aspects of service quality that may not be perceived by patients when it comes to improving health care management. Second, the average values of the perceived service quality are high and show a tendency toward high satisfaction in our sample (see Table 1 ). Such a response bias is well known in patient satisfaction surveys from Web-based PRWs [9, 30, 38] and thus is in accordance with these existing studies.
With regard to the time frame of the data collection, the focus was set on the introductory phase of the PRW (May 2011 to September 2014), and the large-scale data were drawn from the PRW in September 2014. In the meantime, patients can only post their rating on the PRW and not offline as was possible during the earlier phase of the PRW. Thus, data available in the introductory phase should cover the evaluation and spectrum of opinions of a large range of patients throughout the whole population. This specific point of data collection, therefore, reflects the broad range of experiences of the patient-physician encounter from a representative sample of the total population quite well (both online and offline population segments). This provides the opportunity to use this initial phase of a PRW's large-scale data as a reference point for further studies. Especially, a longitudinal setting would deliver fruitful insights into developments of categorization over time, bearing in mind that the introductory phase was also characterized by an additional opportunity for patients to rate physicians through mail. Thus, using the large-scale data, the results of this study deliver an important reference point to monitor patients' evaluation of physicians over time.
Regardless of the limitations discussed previously, the relevance of all derived implications is still high for health care management because of the fact that all the ratings on PRWs are publicly available and can influence patients in their choice of a physician.
